A Possible Road Map for Governing Board Reconstitution
People from a range of backgrounds joined discussions organised by DfE over the summer of 2014 to discuss
their experience of governing board reconstitution in both an academy and maintained school context. The key
points raised by participants have been summarised in the form of this possible process road map, which aims
to help governing boards (GBs) with the practicalities of how to approach the process of reconstitution.

Be clear about GB’s
functions and duties, and
establish ethos

•
•
•
•

Focus on 3 DfE core functions and strategic nature of governance
Be clear about distinct roles of Headteacher and GB
Take account of limits to functions e.g. if local GB within a MAT
Set high expectations of professional approach to non-exec leadership

Design governance
structures and operating
model

•
•
•
•

Evaluate pros and cons of options for multi-school governance
Consider opportunities for collaboration with other GBs
Determine remit of any committees; the chair and vice-chair
Agree how GB will work, e.g. frequency/ sequencing of meetings

Define expectations and
necessary skills of
individual governors and
GB as a whole

•
•
•
•

Refer to statutory guidance, skills audits, Ofsted framework etc
Tailor in light of local circumstances, priorities and challenges
Recognise ‘skills’ includes people’s capabilities, qualities, knowledge etc
Define code of conduct, including expected time commitment

Decide how many
governors the GB needs

• Check legal requirements; involve diocese or foundation if applicable
• Don’t have more people than necessary to secure skills needed
• Plan for steady state not peak periods of activity e.g. for panels which
can be covered through collaboration with other GBs
• Crucial that chair & Head champion process and lead change
• Detailed work may be delegated to small change team
• Depth of review and degree of change should be proportionate
to current quality of governance
• GB must invest appropriate and sufficient time, over a period of
up to 6 months, while also continuing to govern
• Important role of LA / Diocese / MAT to advise, challenge
(especially for weak GBs) and sign off new constitution
• Following reconstitution, need for ongoing self-evaluation of
impact and effectiveness of GB and chair

Design constitution

Populate constitution

Evaluate current
governors against
expectations and skillsbased criteria

•
•
•
•

Focus on evidence of individuals’ impact not their self-evaluation
Consider attitude, conduct, commitment, etc as well as skills
Chair’s lead crucial to secure governors’ buy-in to role and ethos
Seek external opinion and use a facilitator for difficult conversations

Remove or retain current
governors

•
•
•
•

Encourage honest reflection of ability to meet expectations
Seek and negotiate resignations before using formal procedures
Allow for governors to fill any skills gaps in reasonable time
Offer ‘exiting’ governors alternative ways to support the school

Recruit new governors;
appoint chair; induct and
train as necessary

•
•
•
•

Look widely; advertise; engage employers: Inspiring Governors & SGOSS
Interview for suitability; recruit externally for chair if necessary
Be clear about GB’s needs of any LA or Foundation governors
Seek high quality induction and training and development opportunities
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